Joint Staff Committee (JSC): 14 December 2017
Report for members.
(The JSC is the main negotiating committee jointly attended by the two campus unions – UCU and UNISON – and representatives from the management, normally the Registrar and the Director of HR). Its purpose is to discuss an, as appropriate, negotiate any matters of shared interest between the two sides. It is the only formal mechanism that involves regular meetings where the unions can raise matters of concern or interest to the management, and where management can table policy and other new initiatives for feedback from staff. 
The JSC meets several times a year, and members are entitled to put items for discussion on the agenda if they notify one of the UCU members on the committee in advance. If these are substantive matters, then a written report or supporting documentation also needs to be provided for context and information). In attendance were Alan Reeve, Linet Arthur and myself.
Reports
JSC operation
A paper (JSC171214/04) regarding the modus operandi of the JSC was deferred until January.
Contribution Points and Reward Scheme
There has been a review of the contribution points’ scheme which was integral to the 2006 Framework Agreement . (JSC171214/05) The Union side has been quite sceptical as to the running of this scheme. Meanwhile, the management side were concerned that the scheme was not understood, the quality of applications poor, the success rate is low and therefor staff feel discouraged from applying. A number of options were discussed including the introduction of one-off recognition awards. While not objecting to the scheme as such, the unions felt that it was divisive and better ways could be found of rewarding staff more fairly.
Reorganisations
A list of reorganisations proposed over the last 12 months was discussed (JSC171214/06). Academic areas affected most are OBI, School of Arts, and Mathematics. No proposals have been made so far regarding redundancies.  The list is available on the UCU website.
Car parking
We can report that there will be no changes to the current car parking arrangements in the new year, but the Travel to Work Group will be discussing proposals for the summer in the January meeting.

Student Recruitment
On student recruitment, the pace of undergraduate applications is significantly slower than at the same point last year,  in the national context of a 9% fall. EU applications have not recovered but international applications are up by 7%. The biggest declines are in Business and Admin, Nursing, Psychology and Sports Science, Geography and Law.  (JSC171214/08). This is linked to finances for Brooks over the next few years (JSC171214/11) where the outlook is not particularly encouraging, and although the university is reviewing options and how the forecast decline in income will be managed, there are no guarantees that this will not have an impact on the operation of the university at a number of levels – watch this space.
Estates and Facilities
The handover of the balance of Clerici space is now scheduled for early 2018. HR and OCSLD have relocated to the Simon Williams’ building at Wheatley and a design team has been appointed to create a campus development plan for Harcourt Hill. .  (JSC171214/09)
USS Pensions
Further changes are forecast for USS which could affect the 90 members of USS in Brookes (JSC171214/09). A formal consultation will take place in Spring 2018. If USS members have any questions, please contact me.

Bob Langridge, Co-Chair



